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So your past the painful phase of 3D printing balls of spaghetti and you are starting to get print

shapes that are starting to look like they should. The only problem, they are not quite right.

Holes that are supposed to be perfectly circular are turning out more like ovals. This is often a

sign that firmware in your 3D printer needs a bit of calibration.

Another common scale calibration problem is when your z-axis won’t move any further than tiny

0.1mm jumps. Trying to step your z-axis, in say 10mm, results in a horrible buzzing sound and

no movement.

Both oval printing problem and nasty stepper buzzing sound can be fixed by a little bit of

calibration. Before we get started, the following guide assumes you know how to configure and

upload updated firmware to your 3D printer, if not this handy guide



(http://reprage.com/post/24028518117/configuring-reprap-firmware/) will help get you started.

You will also need a pair of digital vernier callipers, even these cheap Neiko ones for $16 from

Amazon (http://ww w.amazon.com/gp/product/B000GSLKIW/ref=as_li_qf_sp_asin_il_tl?

ie=UTF8&camp=178 9&creative=9325&creativeASIN=B000GSLKIW&linkCode=as2&tag=rep0f-20)

are awesome and you will use them all the time when you are working with your 3D printer.

It is weird, before you get into 3D printing, a millimetre seems like such a tiny unit of

measurement. Then as the pursuit for better and better 3D prints starts to kick in, a millimetre

suddenly starts to feel more like a kilometre. Seriously, $16 on a pair of digital vernier callipers is

going to save you a ton of time measuring stuff down the track.

So here is my super fast, two step guide to calibrating the scale of a 3D printer.

The first calibration pass is done just by taking measurements with your callipers. This will save

you a ton of time, as printing calibration objects over and over again will have you waiting

around for up to an hour just to test a small change. So the more time you spend in this first

phase getting things right is going to mean big time savings in the second phase.

On each axis, you are going to lay your callipers down on the smooth bar like in the picture

shown.



Next, zero out your callipers so that when moving your printer, you are going to get a nice and

easy reading. From here you want to use your printer controller (like pronterface

(https://github.com/kliment/Printrun)) to squeeze the callipers shut, remembering to keep track

of how far you think you have moved the axis. I.e. If you step your printer seven times, by 10mm

along the x-axis - you should have moved the printhead 70mm along the x-axis. To maximise the

error reading, you also want to do this over the longest possible length you can.



Now, write down the measurement from your callipers, (in our example 67.22mm). Ok, so now

we know exactly how far out of whack our x-axis is. Open up the configuration.h file of your

firmware, looking for the line that reads something like (the actual numbers will vary):

Each of these numbers represent the number of steps the stepper needs to make to move the X,

Y, Z and E axis one millimetre. So taking the x-axis:



Update your configuration.h with the new reading

Repeat this process for each axis, and then upload your firmware. Now go back, and remeasure

with the callipers. Performing the same update if necessary. The more accurate, and repeatable

you get this first phase, will make the second phase much quicker.

The second phase of the calibration process is to print a calibration object, there are a heap of

these on thingiverse, and here is yet another calibration object (yaco)

(http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:65016). You will notice that each end of the calibration object

is labelled with the axis. Trust me, nothing worse than spending up to an hour printing a

calibration object, taking it off the build platform to measure and loosing track of which side

belongs to which axis. With yaco, at least you know that each axis should be exactly 60mm long.

Measure up each axis with your callipers and use the same formula as above to refine your

steps per millimetre settings as necessary. Reprint and your 3D printer should now have the

perfect scale for each axis.



Programming Nirvana

•

— Congratulations on a bold step into the

unknown. I'm looking forward to hearing all about

your projects!

Teethtracker: How to track mobile phones
using bluetooth

•

— Hi Sung, Thanks for the awesome

question. The bluetooth towers were just mobile

phones that did peer …

An open letter to women in technology

•

— Beautiful post.

Conversely to you, I remember being in a first

year Linguistics tutorial after a …

How accurate are Estimote iBeacons?

•

— Be keen to see your results when you

are done.
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Thanks a million for this article! It helped me get my first successful print on my Prusa i3 rework.
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